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ABSTRACT
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are gaining popularity in a wide
range of domains, ranging from speech and video recognition to
healthcare. With this increased adoption comes the pressing need
for securing DNN execution environments on CPUs, GPUs, and
ASICs.While there are active research efforts in supporting a trusted
execution environment (TEE) on CPUs, the exploration in support-
ing TEEs on accelerators is limited, with only a few solutions avail-
able [18, 19, 27]. A key limitation along this line of work is that
these secure DNN accelerators narrowly consider a few specific ar-
chitectures. The design choices and the associated cost for securing
these architectures do not transfer to other diverse architectures.

This paper strives to address this limitation by developing a de-
sign space exploration tool for supporting TEEs on diverse DNN
accelerators. We target secure DNN accelerators equipped with
cryptographic engines where the cryptographic operations are
closely coupled with the data movement in the accelerators. These
operations significantly complicate the scheduling for DNN accel-
erators, as the scheduling needs to account for the extra on-chip
computation and off-chip memory accesses introduced by these
cryptographic operations, and even needs to account for potential
interactions across DNN layers.

We tackle these challenges in our tool, called SecureLoop, by
introducing a scheduling search engine with the following attributes:
1) considers the cryptographic overhead associated with every off-
chip data access, 2) uses an efficient modular arithmetic technique
to compute the optimal authentication block assignment for each
individual layer, and 3) uses a simulated annealing algorithm to
perform cross-layer optimizations. Compared to the conventional
schedulers, our tool finds the schedule for secure DNN designs
with up to 33.2% speedup and 50.2% improvement of energy-delay-
product.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are increasingly deployed in security-
critical applications that process sensitive user information or make
high-stakes decisions. However, the security threats exploiting
hardware-level vulnerabilities can undermine the privacy and in-
tegrity necessary for such applications. For example, prior work has
shown that the confidentiality of the DNNmodels and training data
can be leaked via bus snooping attacks and cold boot attacks [11].
Moreover, the integrity of the DNNmodels can be tamperedwith via
data corruption attacks and RowHammer attacks [16, 17, 31, 44, 52],
leading to malfunctioning DNNs that generate either extremely
low accuracy or biased output on the assigned tasks.

An appealing solution to these security threats is to provide a
trusted execution environment (TEE) for DNN computation. There
have been extensive research efforts in supporting TEEs on CPUs,
including the commercialized solutions by major chip vendors and
various open-source solutions from academia, such as Intel SGX [7]
and Keystone [26]. These solutions often rely on cryptographic
operations (in software or hardware) to perform encryption and
authentication for off-chip data accesses [9, 10, 37, 39, 45, 51]. How-
ever, as those solutions target general-purpose applications, they
cannot match the high data-intensity nature of DNN applications,
let alone being used in DNN accelerators. As such, researchers
have been working on customizing TEE solutions for DNN accel-
erators [18, 19, 27]. These schemes leverage the structured and
predetermined data access patterns of DNN accelerators and derive
a coordination plan between data movement and cryptographic
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operations. As a result, the cryptographic operations and the data
movement in DNN accelerators become closely coupled.

However, there exists one key limitation of all existing works.
Recent years have witnessed innovations in DNN accelerators
with various designs and deployment setups, ranging from high-
performance data centers to low-power edge devices [5, 6, 13, 22, 30].
DNN accelerator architectures can vary significantly in terms of
dataflow, PE, and on-chip buffer organizations. Unfortunately, the
existing works on secure DNN accelerator designs only consid-
ered a few specific architectures [22] as their baseline designs, and
it is difficult to generalize the cost of securing those designs to
other diverse DNN accelerators with distinct performance goals
and area/energy budgets. This paper aims to address this limita-
tion and develop a design space exploration tool for secure DNN
accelerators. We identify several challenges in developing such a
tool, especially related to identifying the optimal scheduling of the
workload.
Challenges Secure DNN accelerators need to include on-chip
cryptographic engines that perform encryption and authentica-
tion operations. To ensure data integrity, a cryptographic hash is
introduced that is associated with each block of data (called an
authentication block) and is used to verify the integrity of the data
before performing any computation on it. For data confidentiality,
this process requires the decryption of data flowing from DRAM to
on-chip buffers and the encryption of data flowing in the opposite
direction. When fetching a unit of data from DRAM to on-chip
buffers, we need to fetch the whole authentication block containing
this unit of data with its corresponding hash. Upon writing the data
back to DRAM, a new hash needs to be computed based on the
whole block of data and written back together with the data. The
cryptographic operations described above introduce extra on-chip
computation and additional off-chip memory accesses.

When designing a design space exploration tool for secure DNN
accelerators, in addition to counting the performance overhead
of cryptographic operations, we need to tackle an important yet
unexplored research challenge. The challenge arises when the au-
thentication block is not fully aligned with the tiling of data (tiles are
the unit for data movement between memory levels in DNN accel-
erators). Such misalignment of the authentication block and the
tiles leads to fetching redundant data for the purpose of performing
cryptographic authentication rather than DNN computation.

This challenge is further exacerbated by cross-layer dependency
among the layers in a DNN. Specifically, the output feature map
of one layer is used as the input feature map to the next layer, and
hashes will be computed and associated with fixed authentication
blocks when the output feature map is generated. Since tile assign-
ment is done independently for consecutive layers in traditional
DNN scheduling, misalignment in tiling between one layer’s out-
put feature map and the next layer’s input feature map introduces
additional challenges for assigning authentication blocks. Further-
more, cross-layer dependency due to authentication blocks also
implies that the schedules of consecutive layers are intertwined,
exponentially increasing the search space for scheduling.
This Paper In this work, we present a framework for design
space exploration of secure DNN accelerators, for systematic inves-
tigation of the performance, area, and energy trade-off for support-
ing a TEE in different DNN accelerator designs. A fair comparison

among different designs requires a scheduling algorithm that can
elicit the best possible performance of an accelerator design for a
given DNN workload [4, 8, 15, 20, 32].

At the core of our framework is a scheduling search engine with
three steps. First, we start by augmenting a baseline DNN scheduler
with the capability to take the performance and energy overhead
of the cryptographic engines into account. Next, we formulate the
authentication block assignment problem into a mathematical prob-
lem that can be analytically solved with computationally-efficient
algorithm and figure out the optimal authentication block size for
each datatype and layer. Finally, we solve cross-layer optimization
of the overall scheduling using simulated annealing, a heuristic-
based search algorithm, to trade-off between search time and the
quality of results.

We implement SecureLoop framework upon an existing sched-
uling tool, Timeloop [32]. We show that, compared to the baseline
scheduler that targets traditional DNN accelerators without cryp-
tographic support, our cryptographic-engine-aware scheduler can
find better schedules for secure DNN designs with up to 33.2%
speedup and 50.2% improvement of energy-delay-product. We use
our tool to perform a thorough design space exploration across
multiple DNN workloads, and we derive the area versus perfor-
mance trade-offs for different secure accelerator designs, providing
insights on which designs can be the Pareto front of this trade-off
curve.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 DNN Accelerator Design Space Exploration
DNNs [14, 25, 28, 36, 38, 41] are comprised of multiple layers. A
multi-dimensional convolutional (CONV) layer is widely used for
image and video processing applications. The computation of a
2-dimensional CONV layer (shown in Fig. 1a) involves taking a
3-dimensional 𝑃 ′ × 𝑄 ′ × 𝐶 tensor called the input feature map
(ifmap) and𝑀 3-dimensional tensors called weights with a size of
𝑅 × 𝑆 ×𝐶 , performing convolution operations to produce a tensor
called output feature map (ofmap) with the size of 𝑃 × 𝑄 × 𝑀 . 1
Fully-connected layers that compute matrix multiplication can also
be described in this form by setting 𝑃,𝑄, 𝑅 and 𝑆 to 1, and𝑀 and𝐶
to be the size of ofmap and ifmap vectors.

DNN accelerators are designed to exploit substantial data reuse
within this multi-dimensional convolution and matrix multiplica-
tion computation. Given an architecture specification such as the
number of processing elements (PEs) and on-chip buffer sizes, a
designer aims to optimize performance and energy efficiency of
an accelerator by figuring out the optimal schedule of the given
DNN workload. A schedule describes how the computations and
data movement are temporally and spatially mapped to hardware
resources, and can be succinctly formulated using a nested for-loop
called “loopnest” [32]. For example, in Fig. 1, we show an example
architecture specification (Fig. 1b) and a sample loopnest schedule
(Fig. 1c) corresponding to this architecture’s memory hierarchy. The
loopnest schedule in Fig. 1c describes the tiling strategy between
memory levels and the multiplication-and-accumulate compute
order. Note that a schedule is also referred to as a mapping in the
literature [20, 32].
1𝑃 = (𝑃 ′ − 𝑅 + 2 × padding)/stride + 1 and𝑄 is derived similarly.
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(a) DNN workload specification. Convolu-
tions between weight and ifmap produce
ofmap.

(b) An example DNN accelerator
with the memory hierarchy.

(c) A sample loopnest (nested for-loops) with the
specification for tiling, loop order, and data bypass.

Figure 1: Design space exploration of DNN accelerators.

Figure 2: A cryptographic engine supporting AES-GCM, a
widely used authenticated encryption protocol.

Prior work acknowledges that the schedule search space for
DNN accelerators is large, and efficiently searching for the optimal
schedule presents a research challenge [4, 8, 15, 20, 32]. Several
methodologies have been proposed. For example, Timeloop [32]
used brute-force search over all possible loopnests, and supported
approximate methods like random pruning to reduce the search
time. CoSA [20], on the other hand, formulated the search problem
as a constrained-optimization problem that can be solved using
integer programming techniques. Furthermore, other classes of
schedulers proposed to use machine learning driven approaches,
such as [15].

The goal of this paper is to augment the design space exploration
tools with the capability to take data encryption and authentica-
tion into account and find the optimal schedules for secure DNN
accelerators.

2.2 Memory Encryption and Authentication
We consider both the confidentiality and integrity of data stored
in the off-chip DRAM. A trusted execution environment (TEE)
assumes that the on-chip structure are trusted and the off-chip
memory is insecure. To ensure the confidentiality and integrity of
data stored in the off-chip DRAM, cryptographic primitives, such
as authenticated encryption, are often used.

An authenticated encryption scheme takes a plaintext, a secret
key, and an encryption seed as inputs, and computes a ciphertext
and a hash. Fig. 2 depicts the interface of a cryptographic engine
that implements such a scheme with an explicit annotation on
where each type of data is located. The hash is stored off-chip and
is used to verify the integrity of the ciphertext. The encryption seed
is composed of a counter, the address of the data, and a randomly
generated initialization vector. The counter serves as a version
number for the data and is incremented every time the accelera-
tor generates a new version of the data. Since DNN accelerators
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Figure 3: The tradeoff space for AES implementations.

use explicit data orchestration [34] and the accelerators have full
knowledge of the version number, recent works [18, 19, 27] pro-
pose to track the counter using on-chip structures or the host CPU.
Therefore, we assume the counters can be computed and accessing
them does not incur complicated off-chip accesses.

All datatypes in a DNN (i.e., weights, ifmaps, and ofmaps) are
in plaintext when they are stored and processed on-chip. When
ofmaps or intermediate partial sums are generated and need to be
written back to the DRAM, the cryptographic engine computes
the ciphertext and hash corresponding to the data. When the data
is fetched in the opposite direction, the accelerator retrieves the
ciphertext data along with its associated hash from the DRAM, and
feeds both into the cryptographic engine. The cryptographic engine
validates the integrity of the ciphertext data against its hash and
decrypts the data before supplying it to the on-chip components.
AES-GCM There are several standardized protocols for authen-
ticated encryption, and among them, AES-GCM (Galois Counter
Mode) has been widely used for its appealing characteristics in
performance [37, 51]. As shown in Fig. 2, an AES-GCM block is
primarily composed of an AES engine and a Galois-field multiplier.
The encryption seed is fed into the AES engine to generate a one-
time pad. Then, the one-time pad is XOR-ed with a plaintext to
obtain a ciphertext, and vice versa. A hash is computed from a
ciphertext using the Galois-field multiplication.

When performing design space explorations for secure DNN
accelerators, we need to account for the overhead introduced
by the cryptographic engine. There exists a variety of AES im-
plementations with diverse performance and area characteris-
tics. For example, Fig. 3 compares the AES hardware accelerator
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implementations published between 2001-2018 in circuits litera-
ture [2, 3, 12, 29, 42, 53]. It shows a clear trade-off between perfor-
mance and area, where performance is measured by the average
latency of encrypting/decrypting a 128-bit block (y-axis) and the
area is counted by the number of equivalent gates to fairly compare
among different technologies (x-axis). Our design space exploration
tool, SecureLoop, can help select the appropriate cryptographic en-
gine architecture to achieve an optimal performance/area trade-off.

3 MOTIVATION AND GOALS
We aim to develop a design space exploration tool for secure DNN
accelerators, equipped with a search algorithm that identifies the
optimal scheduling considering the unique properties of secure
DNN accelerators. In this section, we point out that a cryptographic
engine, which are often considered as a low-cost add-on to a pre-
defined DNN accelerator in prior work [18, 19, 27], can pose sig-
nificant overhead to different designs. Besides, we point out that
authentication block assignments introduce a significant amount
of complexity to our scheduling search space that our tool needs to
navigate.

3.1 Overhead Due to Cryptographic Engines
Existing work on designing secure DNN accelerators [18, 19, 27]
overlooks the fact that cryptographic engines can pose non-trivial
overhead to the performance, energy, and area of the accelerator de-
sign and significantly shift the optimal design choices. As shown in
Fig. 3, existing cryptographic engines do not achieve area-efficiency
while attaining high performance at the same time. To make the
point clearer, consider the DNN accelerators that target low-power
and resource-constrained embedded platforms and IoT devices,
such as Eyeriss [6] and other designs [13, 30]. To augment these
accelerators with cryptographic engines to support a TEE, for exam-
ple, we can use one AES-GCM engine that handles encryption and
authentication for each datatype (i.e., ifmap, ofmap, and weight)
as in [27]. When each AES-GCM engine is composed of a fully-
pipelined AES engine and a single-cycle Galois-field multiplier [2],
this configuration requires 416.7kGates in area, approximately 35%
of the logic gates in Eyeriss [6], incurring extensive area overhead.

We note that prior work [18, 19, 27] only considered solutions
for power-hungry accelerators, such as TPU [22], with large silicon
area (e.g., > 100mm2), and those design choices are not transferable
to low-power and energy-efficient accelerators. Furthermore, the
throughput of cryptographic engines has non-trivial impact on the
loopnest scheduling. As cryptographic operations, such as encryp-
tion/decryption and authentication, accompany off-chip accesses,
the supply of off-chip data to a DNN accelerator can be throttled by
cryptographic engines if they have insufficient throughput. So far,
we have shown that cryptographic engines complicate the design
space of secure DNN accelerators. Our tool, SecureLoop, strives to
perform a holistic assessment of the overhead due to cryptographic
engines.

3.2 Authentication Block Assignment
Authentication block assignment is a critical challenge for our
design space exploration tool, as it extensively complicates the
scheduling for secure DNN accelerators. Recall from Section 2.2,

to perform memory authentication, a hash is computed for each
block of off-chip data to verify its integrity. We call the unit of data
that a hash is associated with an authentication block, or AuthBlock
for short.

In prior work [18, 19], an authentication block is assigned using
a strategy we refer to as “tile-as-an-AuthBlock”. Specifically, in DNN
accelerators, data is grouped into tiles and off-chip access is per-
formed at the granularity of a tile. The size of the tile can be chosen
to optimize for data reuses. The “tile-as-an-AuthBlock” strategy
assigns authentication blocks to exactly match each datatype’s tile
organization.

3.2.1 Cross-layer dependency. “Tile-as-an-AuthBlock", as a simple
strategy, optimizes for minimizing the amount of hash reads for an
individual DNN layer. However, it can incur unforeseen overhead
due to cross-layer dependency. Cross-layer dependency arises from
the characteristic of a DNN that the output feature map (denoted
as ofmap) of one layer serves as the input feature map (denoted as
ifmap) of the next layer. Fig. 4 provides an example to illustrate
how such a dependency complicates the data traffic due to the
AuthBlocks.

Consider a piece of data, when served as ofmap, the tiling strat-
egy divides the data into 1×3 tiles. When served as ifmap, the tiling
strategy divides the data into 2 × 2 tiles. We are running into a situ-
ation where we need to find an AuthBlock assignment strategy for
the same piece of data that will be accessed by the accelerator with
distinct patterns. If we follow the “tile-as-an-AuthBlock” strategy
as in prior work, when assigning AuthBlock according to the ofmap
tiles, we end up with a significant amount of redundant accesses
when the data is served as ifmap. As shown in Fig. 4(c), when the
accelerator fetches the first ifmap tile for DNN computation, it is
forced to fetch the whole AuthBlock 1 and 2, doubling the off-chip
traffic.

One workaround to reduce the redundant data accesses is to al-
low two different AuthBlock assignments for the same piece of data,
which require a potentially high-cost “rehash” operation. Specifi-
cally, the AuthBlock assignment of the data was first optimized for
ofmap access patterns (e.g., using “tile-as-an-AuthBlock”). Before
the data is used as ifmap, the accelerator reads the data into the
accelerator, fully decrypts the data, and re-assigns hashes based on
a different AuthBlock organization that is optimized for ifmap ac-
cess patterns. Rehashing introduces extra delays and off-chip traffic,
degrading the performance overall. Thus, to avoid rehashing, we
aim to find the unified AuthBlock assignment considering different
tiling strategies for one layer’s ofmap and the next layer’s ifmap.

3.2.2 Halos. Another problem that the “tile-as-an-AuthBlock”
strategy faces is for convolution accelerators that directly perform
CONV layers, instead of converting them to matrix multiplications
using im2col. Fig. 5 compares how tiles are organized for the two
different types of accelerators. Fig. 5(a) shows that, due to coarse-
grained tiling, the accelerators dedicated for convolutions can have
overlaps between tiles, especially in the ifmap datatype. We refer
to the overlapping region as a “halo” throughout this paper. How-
ever, in Fig. 5(b), in the matrix multiplication case, each element
exclusively belongs to one tile and there does not exists any overlap
between tiles.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: The same piece of data is used as ofmap of one layer
(a) and as ifmap of the next layer (b) and the two layers use
different tiling configurations. (c) shows that redundant reads
are introduced when using the data as ifmap but assigning
Authblock following ofmap’s tiling organization.

The existence of halos makes “tile-as-an-AuthBlock” an unap-
pealing strategy. If we allow two AuthBlocks to share the overlap-
ping data, we are forced to duplicate the halo data by encrypting
and authenticating the data at least twice using different encryp-
tion seeds, which are composed of different counters, addresses,
and initialization vectors. As a result, both the off-chip traffic and
the memory footprint overhead are increased. Alternatively, not
duplicating the halo data can result in large redundant reads if some
AuthBlocks span across both the non-overlapping data and the halo
data in one tile. In SecureLoop, we aim to search for the AuthBlock
assignment to minimize the additional off-chip traffic caused by
halos.

3.2.3 Goal of AuthBlock Assignment. To summarize, AuthBlock
assignment poses a critical challenge in identifying the optimal
scheduling for secure DNN accelerators, primarily for two rea-
sons. First, the misalignment between AuthBlocks and data tiles,
caused by cross-layer dependency or halos, leads to redundant data
fetches for cryptographic authentication rather than DNN compu-
tation.Second, cross-layer dependency due to the AuthBlock assign-
ment implies that the loopnest scheduling of two layers becomes
fundamentally intertwined. There might be a loopnest schedule for
one layer that is not optimal on its own, but results in better overall
performance when it is considered together with its next layer.

Our design space exploration tool, SecureLoop, aims to search for
the optimal AuthBlock assignment strategy to reduce off-chip traffic
and maintain high performance. We consider the impacts of both
the size and the orientation of the AuthBlocks and examine how
they affect the additional off-chip traffic. In addition, we consider
cross-layer dependency directly from the loopnest scheduling level,
and search for schedules that optimize for global performance rather
than a single-layer performance. In Section 5.1, we demonstrate
that using an optimal AuthBlock assignment and performing the
cross-layer optimization can provide 3-33% faster schedules and
reduce the additional off-chip traffic from cryptographic operations
by 37-94% compared to the “tile-as-an-AuthBlock” strategy.

4 SECURE ACCELERATOR SCHEDULING
We present SecureLoop, a design space exploration tool that is
equipped with a scheduling search engine (Fig. 6) for secure DNN
accelerators.

(a) Directly computing CONV can result in “halos”
(overlaps) between tiles.

(b) Converting ifmapwith im2col generates a largerma-
trix that has duplicated data, and tiles do not overlap.

Figure 5: Compare ifmap tiles for two different accelerators,
one that directly supports CONV (a), and the other that com-
putes matrix multiplications after converting CONV using
im2col (b).

First, we introduce a simple model to estimate the performance
and energy overhead of various cryptographic engines. The esti-
mated cost is used to properly configure the architecture parameters,
such as the off-chip bandwidth, of the existing loopnest scheduling
algorithms. This approach is general enough to be compatible with
a broad range of existing loopenst scheduling algorithms, such as
Timeloop [32] and CoSA [20].

Second, we design a methodology to search for optimal authenti-
cation block assignment that takes both the size and the orientation
of AuthBlocks into consideration. The key research challenge is
that counting the amount of extra off-chip traffic caused by in-
tegrity verification via detailed simulation has scalability issues
and cannot cope with a large search space. The approach that we
take to address this scalability issue is to formulate the counting
problem as a mathematical linear congruence problem and solve it
efficiently.

Finally, we design a cross-layer fine-tuning stage to optimize
both the scheduling and authentication block assignment strategy
for cross-layer dependencies. The research challenge here is that the
search space is amplified exponentially when we consider multiple
layers together, especially for DNN workloads with a large number
of layers, such as MobilenetV2 [41]. We use simulated annealing
by heuristically defining neighboring loopnest configurations, and
search for the final schedule.

4.1 A Model for Cryptographic Operations
We aim to identify the loopnest schedules for secure accelerators
by leveraging the existing DNN loopnest schedulers. Recall that
the difference between a secure DNN accelerator and a traditional
accelerator is the extra cryptographic operations performed by the
augmented cryptographic engine. The DNN loopnest schedulers
have to be modified to account for those cryptographic operations.
We adopt a simple and integrable solution that models the crypto-
graphic operations as an additional constraint upon the off-chip
DRAM bandwidth. Given that each piece of off-chip data access
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Figure 6: Overview of the scheduling search engine of SecureLoop.

(a) Cross-layer Dependency (b) tile-as-an-AuthBlock (c) horizontal, size: 1 (d) horizontal, size: 2 (e) vertical, size: 3 (f) vertical, size: 6

Figure 7: Examples of different AuthBlock assignments and their corresponding hash reads and redundant reads overhead. (a)
reassembles the cross-layer dependency example discussed in Section 3.2. (b)-(f) describes 5 different authentication block
assignment strategies. Each AuthBlock is marked with solid blue lines and the corresponding caption describes the AuthBlock
orientation and size.

needs to go through both the DRAM interface and the crypto-
graphic engine, the slower component among the two limits the
off-chip bandwidth. Thus, we derive the effective off-chip band-
width of a secure accelerator by taking the minimum of the memory
bandwidth and the cryptographic engine bandwidth. This effective
bandwidth replaces the original memory bandwidth for loopnest
scheduling purposes. Such an approach is highly compatible with
loopnest search tools whose internals may vary significantly. Be-
sides, this approach is in line with the assumption common among
existing search tools, that is, different hardware components on
the DNN accelerator are appropriately pipelined with negligible
pipelining overhead (e.g., using techniques such as double-buffering
or buffets [34]).

4.2 Mathematical Formulation for
Authentication Block Assignment

In the second step of our scheduler, we aim to determine an optimal
authentication block assignment strategy that can minimize the
additional off-chip traffic caused by data authentication, and thus
minimize the extra overall performance overhead. This step requires
performing an exhaustive search over all feasible AuthBlock sizes
and orientations for each layer and datatype (i.e., weight, ifmap,
and ofmap). Such a search poses a serious scalability issue, which
we address with a mathematical formulation of the problem.
The Search Space We start by describing what the search space
for authentication block assignment looks like.

Given the nature of the memory authentication operation, it
introduces additional off-chip memory accesses, classified into two
categories. First, extra accesses to fetch the hashes. Second, extra

accesses to fetch the data that is not needed for the actual DNN
computation, but is needed for integrity verification because it
lies within the same authentication block as the data used by the
accelerator. We distinguish the two types of overhead as hash reads
and redundant reads respectively.

There exists a non-trivial search space for authentication block
assignment, because both the size and orientation of the authentica-
tion block affect the off-chip traffic overhead. We provide examples
in Fig. 7 to illustrate the search space and highlight the trade-off
between hash reads and redundant reads with different AuthBlock
assignments. In each figure, we highlight the first ifmap tile in
orange, mark each authentication block with solid blue lines, and
we list the hash reads and redundant reads at the bottom of each
assignment.

In Fig. 7(a) and (b), the example reassembles the cross-layer de-
pendency case described in Section 3.2, where the AuthBlock is
assigned according to the ofmap tiling. Since there are two Auth-
Blocks in total, the hash reads overhead is low. However, large
redundant reads are incurred as all data belonging to AuthBlock 1
and 2 has to be fetched when accessing the first tile.

Fig. 7(c) and (d) compares two cases of using a horizontal Au-
thBlock with varied size. In (c), it is an extreme case where the
AuthBlock size is 1, meaning each element is assigned with a hash,
resulting in high hash reads overhead with zero redundant reads.
In (d), when we increase the AuthBlock size from 1 to 2, the hash
reads are reduced by half, but we start to have redundant reads
because some of the AuthBlocks span across the boundary of the
first tile. These two cases clearly demonstrate the impact of the size
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(a) An example of a mismatch between the tile𝑖 and the tile𝑗 .

(b) Three conditions for an AuthBlock to lie in the intersection of
the tile𝑖 and the tile𝑗 from the above example.

Figure 8: Mathematical formulation of counting redundant
reads for a given AuthBlock assignment.

of AuthBlocks. When the AuthBlock size increases, the hash reads
decrease, but the redundant reads can increase.

To further complicate the space, the orientation of the AuthBlock
also matters. Fig. 7(e) shows vertical AuthBlocks with a size of
3. This strategy happens to be an ideal strategy, because every
AuthBlock resides exactly within the first ifmap tile, leading to no
redundant reads. Meanwhile, since the AuthBlock size is 3, it has
1/3 of the hash reads overhead compared to the horizontal size-1
strategy shown in Fig. 7(c). However, if we increase the size of the
vertical AuthBlock to 6 in Fig. 7(f), the amount of redundant reads
increases.

In summary, both the orientation and size of an AuthBlock affect
the off-chip traffic overhead. We perform an exhaustive search to
identify the optimal AuthBlock assignment, and the search has to
be efficient.
Mathematical Formulation We now describe our mathemat-
ical formulation of the authentication block search process. This
formulation will enable us to solve the problem analytically. Our
formulation can be applied to the two cases where redundant reads
occur: 1) cross-layer dependency, and 2) halos (Section 3.2).

In both cases, we are given a piece of data, its tile organizations
where several tiles overlap (e.g., overlaps between the ofmap tiles
and the ifmap tiles for cross-layer dependency, or overlaps between
tiles among the ifmap tiles for halos). We are asked to calculate
the number of redundant reads and hash reads for each AuthBlock
assignment. Since each time an AuthBlock is accessed, all the el-
ements in that AuthBlock need to be fetched together, we reduce
the problem of calculating redundant reads to counting the number
of AuthBlocks that overlap with each tile.

We convert the above problem into a linear congruence prob-
lem as follows using an example in Fig. 8. The example shows a
2D tensor with two overlapping tiles, called tile𝑖 and tile𝑗 . For il-
lustration purposes, assuming the two tiles have the same height,
ℎ, and different widths, denoted as 𝑤𝑖 and 𝑤 𝑗 . Let’s consider the
case when we assign horizontal AuthBlocks to fully cover tile𝑖 , so
that no redundant access is needed when accessing tile𝑖 (if tile𝑖
is the ofmap tile, this will be a natural scenario as hashes will be
computed as the ofmap is generated). These AuthBlocks may not

fully align with the boundary of tile𝑗 , and thus we need to handle
the case when the AuthBlocks crosses the boundary of tile𝑗 . The
AuthBlocks can overlap with tile𝑗 in three conditions, shown in
Fig. 8(b).

We denote an AuthBlock using the (𝑥,𝑦) coordinates of its left
and right edges. Specifically, an AuthBlock has its left edge labeled
as (𝐿𝑥 , 𝐿𝑦) and it right edge labeled as (𝑅𝑥 , 𝑅𝑦). Then the following
mathematical conditions can be used to precisely capture the three
conditions. The first two scenarios are straightforward, where either
the right side or the left side of the AuthBlock overlaps with tile𝑗 :

𝑤𝑖 −𝑤 𝑗 ≤ 𝑅𝑥 < 𝑤𝑖 (1)
𝑤𝑖 −𝑤 𝑗 ≤ 𝐿𝑥 < 𝑤𝑖 (2)

The third scenario describes an AuthBlock wraping around tile𝑗
with both of its left and right edges located in tile𝑖 (assuming the
tile size is lesser than𝑤𝑖 ).

𝐿𝑥 < 𝑤𝑖 −𝑤 𝑗 ∧ 𝑅𝑥 < 𝑤𝑖 −𝑤 𝑗 ∧ 𝑅𝑥 < 𝐿𝑥 (3)

With the above formulation, we set out to efficiently calculate the
number of AuthBlocks that can satisfy one out of the three formulas
above. Assuming an AuthBlock configuration with a height of 1 and
a varied width denoted as 𝑢, the 𝐿𝑥 , 𝑅𝑥 for the 𝑘-th AuthBlock is
derived as 𝐿𝑘𝑥 = (𝑢 ×𝑘) mod𝑤𝑖 and 𝑅𝑘𝑥 = (𝑢 ×𝑘 + (𝑢 − 1)) mod𝑤𝑖 ,
and can be plugged into the three formulas. Then, solving the
inequalities for 𝑢 and 𝑘 , and converting the inequalities into the
linear congruence equation by listing all possible values satisfying
the inequalities, we obtain the following linear congruence problem:

𝑢 × 𝑘 ≡ min(𝑤𝑖 −𝑤 𝑗 − 𝑢 + 1, 0), · · · ,𝑤𝑖 − 1 (mod𝑤𝑖 ) (4)

The formula above uses modular arithmetic, where 𝑎 ≡ 𝑏 (mod 𝑐)
means that the remainders of 𝑎 and 𝑏 divided by 𝑐 are equal. We
then end up counting howmany occurrences of 𝑘 (0 ≤ 𝑘 < ⌈ℎ×𝑤𝑖

𝑢 ⌉)
satisfy Eq. (4). This linear congruence problem can be efficiently
solved using the extended Euclidean algorithm that finds the great-
est common denominator. We can use this algorithm to find all 𝑘s
in a log-linear time.

The above example demonstrates horizontal AuthBlock assign-
ment and assumes 2D tiles with the same height. However, the
discussed methodology above is general enough to be applicable to
vertical AuthBlock assignments and for higher-dimensional tiles
with arbitrary overlapping patterns. To generalize the problem,
consider a 𝑛-dimensional tile. We search for AuthBlocks with 𝑛 − 1
of the dimensions set to 1 and the remaining dimension 𝑢 to be
varied. In essence, we are flattening an 𝑛-dimensional tensor to a
1-d vector and slicing it. Therefore, our computation complexity
increases linearly as the possible value of the width of AuthBlocks,
i.e., 𝑢, whose maximum value is capped by the number of elements
in a tile, regardless of the dimension size.
Example of Analysis Results In Fig. 9, we visualize the search
space of AuthBlock assignment. The example follows the setup in
Fig. 8 by setting ℎ = 30,𝑤𝑖 = 30, and𝑤 𝑗 = 20. We then sweep the
AuthBlock size 𝑢 from 1 to 30 for the horizontal orientation (note
that 𝑢 > 30 will result in the same redundant reads as the “tile-
as-an-AuthBlock”), and from 1 to 900 for the vertical orientation,
where the upper bound means using the full tile as an AuthBlock,
to see how these variations affect the overall off-chip traffic when
accessing the misaligned tile.
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Figure 9: The amount of off-chip traffic incurred for accessing
tile𝑗 in Fig. 8 when varying the AuthBlock orientation and
size.

In both figures, we observe an inversely proportional relationship
between the AuthBlock size and the amount of hash reads. When
we use horizontal AuthBlocks, we observe that the overall trend
between the redundant reads and the AuthBlock size is a positive
linear relationship, but there exist several distinguishable local
valleys. We observe the optimal assignment choice is to set 𝑢 =

10, which hits a local minimal value of the redundant reads, and
meanwhile incurs a moderate level of hash reads overhead. When
using vertical AuthBlocks, the trade-off space is rather irregular.
Since the two tiles in Fig. 8 have the same height, we periodically
observe zero redundant reads whenever the AuthBlock size is a
factor of ℎ × (𝑤𝑖 − 𝑤 𝑗 ) = 300. Using an exhaustive search, we
identify the optimal AuthBlock size is 300.

4.3 Efficient Cross-layer Fine Tuning
Cross-layer dependency interweaves the loopnest scheduling of
two consecutive layers. So far, we derived the loopnest schedules
with the best individual layer performance in the first step of our
scheduler, and identified the optimal AuthBlock assignment based
on those loopnest schedules. However, the obtained schedule may
not be the global optimum considering the dependency. To account
for cross-layer dependency from the loopnest scheduling level, we
introduce the third step in our scheduler that fine tunes the final
schedule.
Challenges Traditional schedulers for DNN accelerators usually
search for the optimal scheduling for each layer independently,
and they cannot be easily adapted to consider the influence of
cryptographic operations.

The search space for loopnest scheduling increases exponen-
tially with the number of layers we have to search jointly. For
brute-force search algorithms [4, 8, 32], computational complexity
imposed by cross-layer dependency can become prohibitive for
deep models [14, 41]. Other algorithms, such as optimization-based
techniques [20], is unlikely to be applicable due to the AuthBlock
assignment, as the mathematical formulation for the AuthBlock
assignment (Section 4.2) cannot be easily reduced to a closed-form.
Moreover, it cannot be guaranteed to result in convex or linear
constraints on objective functions. There is only limited work on
jointly searching the loopnest schedules for multiple layers, such
as in the context of fused-layer processing [43]. We consider those
efforts to be promising yet orthogonal to our work.
Search Using Simulated Annealing We propose to use simu-
lated annealing, a metaheuristic algorithm. Simulated annealing is

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for step 3: simulated annealing

1: 𝐿1, ...𝐿𝑛 ← 𝐿◦1 , ..., 𝐿
◦
𝑛

2: cost← PerfModel(𝐿1, ..., 𝐿𝑛)
3: 𝑡 ← 𝑇init {initialize temperature}
4: for 𝑛 ← 1, ..., 𝑁 do
5: 𝑖 ← random(1, ..., 𝑛)
6: 𝐿′

𝑖
← GetNeighbor(L𝑖 )

7: cost′ ← PerfModel(𝐿1, ..., 𝐿′𝑖 , ..., 𝐿𝑛)
8: cost_diff = cost − cost′
9: if exp cost_diff

𝑡 > random.uniform(0, 1) then
10: 𝐿𝑖 ← 𝐿′

𝑖
{probabilistic accept the new schedule}

11: cost← cost′

12: end if
13: 𝑡 ← GetTemperature(𝑡, 𝑛,𝑇init,𝑇final)
14: end for

a probabilistic method for solving an optimization problem over a
large search space. It iteratively searches for the neighbors of the
current state and probabilistically decides whether to move on to
the new state. This probability is determined by the difference in
the costs of the current state and the new state, and a parameter
called temperature. The temperature is gradually decreased, such
that suboptimal yet diverse states can be explored in the earlier
iterations, while the best solutions can be exploited in the later
iterations.

Algorithm 1 describes our adaptation of simulated annealing
algorithm for cross-layer fine tuning. We denote 𝐿◦

𝑖
as the optimal

loopnest schedule of the 𝑖-th layer found from the first step without
considering cross-layer dependency. Our algorithm attempts to
identify a set of loopnest schedules (𝐿1, · · · , 𝐿𝑛) that results in
better performance compared to (𝐿◦1 , · · · , 𝐿

◦
𝑛) when 𝑛 layers are

considered altogether.
The algorithm starts by initializing the current set of loopnest

schedules as (𝐿◦1 , · · · , 𝐿
◦
𝑛) and calculates its cost using the perfor-

mance model and the optimal AuthBlock assignment (lines 1-2).
Then, for each iteration, the algorithm randomly selects one layer
𝑖 and a neighboring schedule 𝐿′

𝑖
(line 6) for that layer. Observe

that the key component of this algorithm is a heuristic involved in
proposing a neighbor (the GetNeighbor function). There is no natu-
ral metric for measuring the similarity between two loopnest sched-
ules. Our scheme uses the per-layer performance as the similarity
metric. Specifically, we obtain top-𝑘 best loopnest schedules per
layer from the first stage loopnest scheduler, and the GetNeighbor
function randomly samples among these 𝑘 different loopnest sched-
ules to get a neighbor. When searching among 𝑘 possible schedules
for each layer, the search space has 𝑘𝑛 distinct combinations to be
explored in a limited number of simulated annealing iterations. The
new schedule that replaces the loopnest schedule of the 𝑖-th layer
with 𝐿′

𝑖
is probabilistically accepted (lines 9-12), and the tempera-

ture is decreased linearly (line 13).
Impact of Search Parameters We examine how the search pa-
rameters affect the search result.We demonstrate the performance
improvement when the simulated annealing method is used with
different values of 𝑘 (the number of top schedules per layer to
form the neighbor set) in Fig. 10. The numbers are for an archi-
tecture derived from Eyeriss [6] with a cryptographic engine with
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Figure 10: Improvement in latency (speedup) when using
simulated annealing for different values of 𝑘 , compared to
when only the top-1 loopnest schedule for each layer.

an energy-efficient AES-GCM implementation from [2] (detailed
specifications in Table 2) running a MobilenetV2 [41] workload.

Increasing 𝑘 from 1 to 2 can improve the overall performance
about 5%. However, further increasing 𝑘 results in a slower perfor-
mance improvement, and the improvement stalls around the point
when 𝑘 = 6. Considering that a larger 𝑘 does not always result
in better speedup but can substantially increase the search space
size, we set 𝑘 = 6 for subsequent experiments. Also, the number of
iterations directly affects the search time, and we use 1000 iterations
as a default setup to trade-off the quality of results and the search
time.
Handling Post-processing Operations Our cross-layer fine
tuning needs to consider post-processing operations between con-
secutive layers, such as Batch Normalization [21], activation func-
tions, and pooling operations. There exist two cases.

First, some post-processing operations can be performed on-the-
fly while the ofmap is being generated, thus can be considered as
part of that layer. We consider Batch Normalization, ReLU activa-
tion, and adding zero pads around the feature map to fall into this
case, as they are simple operations. We handle such operations
using the cross-layer fine-tuning approach discussed above.

Meanwhile, some other post-processing operations cannot be
performed on-the-fly together with in-layer computation, such as
pooling operations and operations to combine several feature maps
for residual connections. The existence of these operations requires
a separate computation step, and inevitably triggers rehashing.
Thus, the cross-layer dependency problem for AuthBlock assign-
ment does not exist. As such, given a full DNN, we divide them into
multiple segments based on the existence of such post-processing
operations and apply fine tuning within each segment.

5 EVALUATION
We first present the effect of scheduling algorithms on the per-
formance of a secure accelerator in Section 5.1. Then, we show
the performance of diverse secure DNN accelerator designs, that
vary in the choice of cryptographic engines, the number of PEs,
and the size of the on-chip global buffer (Section 5.2). From these
experiments, we show the area-performance trade-off for secure
accelerators, and provide insights on the Pareto optimal design
points (Section 5.3).
Base Architecture Configuration We consider diverse DNN
accelerator designs in the following experiments derived from a
base configuration. As the base configuration, we use a spatial DNN
accelerator with multiple processing elements (PEs), where each
PE has an ALU and a small local memory, operating in parallel
and organized as a 2-dimensional array of shape 𝑋 × 𝑌 . The base

Table 1: Summary of different scheduling algorithms.

Scheduling
Algorithm

Loopnest
Scheduler AuthBlock Cross-layer

Fine Tune?
Crypt-Tile-Single Crypt-Aware Tile-as-an-AuthBlock N
Crypt-Opt-Single Crypt-Aware Optimal-AuthBlock N
Crypt-Opt-Cross Crypt-Aware Optimal-AuthBlock Fine Tune
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Figure 11: Impacts of scheduling algorithms on performance
and off-chip traffic.

configuration has an on-chip SRAM buffer, and the data movement
can be described by its dataflow. We set the base configuration to
use the row-stationary dataflow from [6], 14 × 12 PEs, and 131kB
on-chip global buffer.

5.1 Effect of the Scheduling Algorithm
We examine the effect of different scheduling algorithms (Table 1)
on the performance of secure accelerators. As a baseline scheduling
algorithm, we consider Crypt-Tile-Single, which indicates that it
uses the Timeloop [32] with the effective bandwidth and energy
for the off-chip access reflecting the cryptographic operations, the
“tile-as-an-AuthBlock” assignment strategy, and does not consider
cross-layer dependency. We note that supplying the proper band-
width and energy parameters to Timeloop is crucial to prevent
suboptimal loopnest schedules degrading the baseline performance
especially when the cryptographic engine has low throughput. We
then add the second and third step one by one, with the most opti-
mized version denoted as Crypt-Opt-Cross with both the optimal
AuthBlock assignment and the cross-layer search enabled. The first
step of our scheduler is implemented upon Timeloop, but with an
extension to support top-𝑘 loopnests searching and modifications
to the effective energy and bandwidth for the off-chip accesses.
The second and third steps of our scheduler are implemented as
independent modules that accept the top-𝑘 loopnest schedules for
each layer as inputs, and return the final loopnest schedule and
optimal AuthBlock assignments.
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We evaluate our scheduling algorithms on the DNN accelerator
design with the base configuration we described before. The secure
accelerator uses an area-efficient parallel AES-GCM implementa-
tion [2, 3] as its cryptographic engine (one per each datatype). For
the off-chip DRAM access, we assume LPDDR4with the throughput
of 64B/cycle. Accelergy [49] is used to estimate energy and area
of each component on the DNN accelerator, assuming 40/45nm
technology it supports.

Fig. 11(a) shows the slowdown in secure accelerators, i.e., the
number of cycles to process a workload normalized to that of base-
line (unsecure) accelerators. Fig. 11(b) shows the additional off-chip
traffic incurred by cryptographic operations for each scheduling
algorithm. We examine three workloads with varying number of
layers and characteristics: AlexNet [25] , ResNet18 [14] , and Mo-
bilenetV2 [41] . These workloads are mainly convolutional, and
note that we only consider first 5 layers of AlexNet that are convo-
lutional.

First, our optimal AuthBlock assignment strategy reduces the
additional off-chip traffic across all three DNNworkloads compared
to the “tile-as-an-AuthBlock” assignment. The benefit comes from
two factors: 1) rehashing operations are not necessary between
dependent layers as the AuthBlocks are assigned by considering the
mismatches between their tiling strategies, and 2) both redundant
reads and hash reads are minimized without having to rehash or
duplicate some data. Also, this step reduces the slowdown by up
to 29.9% compared to Crypt-Tile-Single as well. These two factors
affect deeper workloads more significantly, and the benefit of the
AuthBlock assignment is most visible in MobilenetV2.

Second, cross-layer fine tuning of our scheduling primarily im-
proves the performance for a deep workload like MobilenetV2 with
additional 3.3% improvement on top of Crypt-Opt-Single. Simu-
lated annealing involves stochasticity when choosing a neighbor,
and the performance gain from this step can vary due to random-
ness. From 5 independent runs for simulated annealing, we observe
that the slowdown for MobilenetV2 with Crypt-Opt-Cross can vary
from 9.76 to 9.99 with the standard deviation of 0.08, and Fig. 11(a)
reports the mean value. This step does not significantly affect the
performance on a more shallower workload like AlexNet, where the
opportunity for cross-layer optimization is limited. Nevertheless, it
is worthy to note that this step reduces the additional off-chip traffic
due to redundant reads and hash reads (excluding rehashing-related
traffic) by 32.6% and 16.0% even for AlexNet and ResNet18. Overall,
our scheduler results in a schedule that is up to 33.2% faster and
50.2% better in EDP compared to Crypt-Tile-Single.
Roofline Model We can also use the roofline model [48] to in-
tuitively reason about the impact of scheduling algorithms (Fig. 12).
In the left of Fig. 12, the roofline model describes the performance
(y-axis) of each DNN workload, as a function of the computational
intensity (x-axis). The computational intensity is measured by the
number of operations (e.g., multiplication and addition) per byte of
DRAM traffic, and performance is measured by the number of op-
erations per second, assuming a 100MHz clock. There are two solid
lines illustrating the maximum possible performance: the horizon-
tal solid line is determined by the number of PEs that can operate
in parallel, and the slanted solid line represents the performance
limited by the off-chip memory bandwidth. The dotted slant line is
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Figure 12: Left: Roofline model for accelerators using dif-
ferent scheduling algorithms. White markers represent the
unsecure baseline, and colored markers represent secure
accelerators. Right: Roofline model zoomed-in to show dif-
ferent scheduling algorithms for the MobilenetV2 workload.

based on the effective off-chip bandwidth of a secure DNN accel-
erator constrained by its cryptographic engine, assuming a single
parallel AES-GCM engine processes every off-chip data transfer (in
actual designs, each datatype has its own dedicated cryptographic
engine, and the performance can be higher than this effective line).
We can observe that the workloads were in the compute-bounded
region for the unsecure baseline accelerator, but throttling from the
cryptographic engine pushes the workloads to be in the effectively
memory-bounded region in secure accelerators. The right part of
Fig. 12 zooms in to show the different scheduling algorithms for
the MobilenetV2 workload, and shows that each step in our sched-
uler improves the performance by finding schedules with higher
computational intensity.

5.2 Impacts on Architecture Configurations
We evaluate the impact of using different architecture configura-
tions and cryptographic engines using SecureLoop.
Cryptographic Engine Configurations We evaluate the im-
pact of different cryptographic engine configurations, varying in
their AES-GCM engine architecture and counts, on the area over-
head and the performance. We use three different AES-GCM en-
gine implementations, summarized in Table 2. These designs have
distinct characteristics in the area-throughput trade-off, with the
fully-pipelined design supporting high throughput but large area
overhead, whereas the serial design has low area overhead and low
throughput. The parallel design is in between two other designs,
with medium throughput and area overhead. The area of AES-GCM
engines is normalized to 40nm technology using the equivalent
number of gates [2, 53].

We use the same accelerator architecture as in Section 5.1 and
use the Crypt-Opt-Cross scheduling algorithm. Fig. 13 compares
the slowdown over the unsecure baseline design for each workload
and the area overhead for each configuration. We find that similar
performance can be obtained by configurations with very different
area overhead. For example, the configuration with 30× serial AES-
GCM engines has similar performance to the one with 1× parallel
AES-GCM engine, although they have 10× difference in the area
overhead. Thus, the scalability of area-efficient yet low-throughput
AES-GCM engines can be problematic for DNN accelerators, and
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Table 2: Specifications of AES and Galois-field multiplier
(GFMult) used to construct an AES-GCM engine.

Architecture AES GFMult

Cycle Area
(kGates)

Energy
(pJ) Cycle Area

(kGates)
Energy
(pJ)

Pipelined 1 78.8 165.1 1 60.1 57.7
Parallel 11 9.2 194.6 8 9.7 82.4
Serial 336 3.0 768 128 3.3 345.6
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Figure 13: Slowdown over the unsecure baseline design and
the area overhead of secure accelerators varying in their
cryptographic engine configurations.
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Figure 14: Latency for secure accelerator designs varying in
their number of PEs.

often using a moderate number of higher-throughput AES-GCM
engines is a better design choice.
Scaling the Number of Processing Elements We examine
accelerator designs varying the number of PEs in the base con-
figuration. We consider two cryptographic engine configurations,
1× pipelined AES-GCM engine and 1× parallel AES-GCM engine.
Fig. 14 shows the evaluation result for different PE organizations
14 × 12, 14 × 24, and 28 × 24. The number of PEs determines the
maximum possible performance of the accelerator if the memory
bandwidth is sufficient, and this trend is well manifested for the
unsecure baseline accelerators (the latency decreases almost by half
as the number of PEs is doubled). However, since secure acceler-
ators can be effectively bounded by the supply of decrypted data,
the benefit of increasing the PE array size is not apparent for the
design with a parallel AES-GCM engine. Thus, the performance
of secure accelerators cannot be improved by more PEs unless the
cryptographic engine throughput is also increased.
Scaling the Size of On-chip Buffer The size of the on-chip
SRAM buffer limits the maximum tile size for the ifmap and ofmap
for the row-stationary dataflow architecture we used. In Fig. 15, we
examine the effect of different buffer sizes (131kB, 32kB, and 16kB)
on secure accelerators while other design paramters are fixed. As
we scale down the buffer size, the size of tiles between the off-chip
and the on-chip buffer decreases, often resulting in larger off-chip
traffic. For the unsecure baseline accelerators, larger off-chip traffic
is not problematic because they have sufficient off-chip memory
bandwidth. However, it can further throttle the secure accelerators
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Figure 15: Latency of designs varying in the size of on-chip
SRAM buffer.
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Figure 16: The area vs. performance trade-off of secure ac-
celerator designs. Points highlighted with red edges indicate
the Pareto front of this trade-off curve.

with limited encryption/decryption bandwidth, thus leading to
longer latency for small buffer sizes.
DifferentDRAMTechnologies An off-chipDRAMwith higher
bandwidth does not necessarily improve the performance of se-
cure accelerators, as the effective off-chip bandwidth is limited by
the cryptographic engine. However, the energy for the off-chip
access is directly affected by the DRAM technology. To illustrate
these two points, we experiment with three different DRAM con-
figurations: LPDDR4 with 64B/cycle throughput, LPDDR4 with
128B/cycle throughput, and HBM2 with 64B/cycle throughput. For
the AlexNet workload, we observe that the DRAM bandwidth does
not affect the latency and energy of secure accelerators. HBM2 has
lower energy per access compared to LPDDR4, and the energy for
both the unsecured baseline and the secure accelerators decreases
compared to LPDDR4, while the latency is not affected.
Impact of TEE Entry/Exit Entering a TEE and exiting from
it can affect the performance when the full system is considered
end-to-end. Previous works that examined the end-to-end over-
head of supporting a TEE for accelerators [27] showed that the
initial transfer of DNN weights to the accelerator context is the
major source of latency for the entry. We note that this transfer
latency might not vary significantly across different accelerator
architecture, as the transfer is determined by the model parameter
size and the host CPU. Furthermore, when an accelerator is serv-
ing multiple inference requests using the same DNN, this initial
transfer cost of model parameters can be negligible compared to
the overall execution time. Thus, we expect that TEE entries/exits
do not significantly affect the optimal design of secure accelerators.
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5.3 Area vs. Performance Trade-off
Finally, we plot the area vs. latency (for the AlexNet workload) trade-
off curve for several designs we have discussed so far in Fig. 16.
We also derive the Pareto front of this trade-off curve, and observe
characteristics of the optimal and suboptimal points. First, the de-
signs with a small on-chip buffer size but with a high throughput
cryptographic engine (i.e., pipelined AES-GCM engines) are often
optimal. As we observed in Fig. 15, performance is not degraded
much if the cryptographic engine provides sufficient throughput
even if we scale down the buffer size. Thus, dedicating more area to
the cryptographic engine by reducing the on-chip buffer size can
provide a good trade-off.

Besides, the designs with larger PE array sizes (e.g., 14 × 24
or more) but with a low throughput cryptographic engine result
in suboptimal points. This observation agrees with Fig. 14 that
the benefit of having higher parallelism cannot be achieved when
cryptographic engines are the bottleneck.

6 RELATEDWORK
We now discuss related work on supporting TEEs on general-
purpose processors and DNN accelerators.We also cover alternative
approaches to secure DNN computation.
Supporting a TEE for CPUs and GPUs Many optimizations
have been proposed to reduce the overhead of supporting a TEE
in general-purpose processors, such as CPUs and GPUs. Several
works proposed techniques to reduce the overhead of traversing
a Merkle tree in CPUs [9, 37, 51]. Different counter formats were
proposed to allow a more compact Merkle tree [39, 45]. Recent
works extended a TEE for GPUs and accelerators with a trusted I/O
between a host CPU and these accelerators [1, 47].
Tree-less Verification for DNN Accelerators Recent works
showed that the counters do not have to be stored, and instead can
be calculated from the computation pattern of DNN accelerators
[18, 19, 27], removing the necessity of a Merkle tree. [18, 19] tracked
the counters by a MCU unit on the accelerator, and [27] proposed
an external host processor to supply the counters. [18, 19] further
proposed “tile-as-an-AuthBlock”, and we considered this strategy
as the baseline in our evaluation
Other Techniques for SecureMachine Learning [46] showed
that a DNN computation can be delegated to an untrusted accel-
erator from the secure host CPU using a verifiable outsourcing
algorithm. Homomorphic encryption that performs computations
over the encrypted domain provides privacy to both the user input
and the model, and several works proposed techniques to mitigate
its overhead [23, 24, 35, 40]. Recent work explored hardware ac-
celeration to support differential privacy as well [33]. Finally, [50]
presented a method for securing computations over off-chip near
data processing accelerators.

7 CONCLUSION
This work presents a framework for systematic design space explo-
ration of secure DNN accelerators supporting a TEE for privacy and
integrity. We present SecureLoop, that is equipped with a schedul-
ing search engine capable of 1) cryptographic engine aware loopnest
scheduling, enabled by a simple performance and energy modeling
of a cryptographic engine, 2) the optimal AuthBlock assignment

navigating a complex search space dependent on both the size and
orientation of AuthBlocks, and 3) cross-layer fine tuning using sim-
ulated annealing. Using our framework, we show the impact of
design parameters on the performance of secure accelerators, and
provide design insights for secure accelerators from the area vs.
performance trade-off.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX
A.1 Abstract
Our artifact provides the source code of SecureLoop, the
template/example architecture and workload descriptions, and
other utility functions. We provide the top-level testbench as
a Jupyter notebook (workspace/run_all.ipynb) and a script
(workspace/scripts/fig11.sh) that runs all three steps of our
scheduling algorithm to generate the stats (latency, energy, off-
chip traffic) for secure DNN accelerators. Running the notebook
reproduces the results in Figure 11 of this paper. We use a docker
environment to manage all dependencies necessary to run our arti-
fact. Our artifact requires a x86-64 machine and 15GB of disk space
for docker support.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
• Algorithm: Scheduling of secure DNN accelerators with crypto-
graphic engines
• Program: Python3
• Run-time environment: Dockerfile
• Hardware: x86-64 machine
• Output: Plots and stats (csv) generated from the Jupyter notebook
• Experiments: Comparison of different scheduling algorithms (la-
tency, additional off-chip traffic due to cryptographic operations)
for various DNN workloads
• How much disk space required (approximately)?: 15GB
• How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approxi-
mately)?: 30 minutes if pulling docker image using the provided
docker-compose.yaml.template file. 2 hours if building docker
images from the sources.
• How much time is needed to complete experiments (approxi-
mately)?: 3 hours for running all three DNN workloads (AlexNet,
ResNet18, MobilenetV2) on a default DNN accelerator architecture
setup
• Publicly available?: Yes, available at https://github.com/kyungmi-
lee/SecureLoop-MICRO2023Artifact
• Code licenses (if publicly available)?: MIT
• Archived (provide DOI)?: 10.5281/zenodo.8329657

A.3 Description
A.3.1 How to access. The artifact including the source code for
SecureLoop, the Jupyter notebooks, and the scripts that run experi-
ments is available at https://github.com/kyungmi-lee/SecureLoop-
MICRO2023Artifact.

A.4 Installation
We provide a docker image that provides the necessary in-
frastructure. The installation process involves installing a
docker app, then pulling a docker image using the provided
docker-compose.yaml.template file. We also provide an option
to build docker images using the sources instead of pulling the pre-
built image. Please check README.md with the artifact repository
for installation and setup.

A.5 Experiment workflow
The experiment workflow is outlined in the Jupyter notebook
workspace/run_all.ipynb. First, the DNN accelerator / crypto-
graphic engine architecture and a DNN workload are defined. Then,
the notebook goes through all three steps in our scheduling algo-
rithm (loopnest scheduling, authentication block assignment, and
simulated annealing for joint-layer search). Finally, it generates
plots in Figure 11 comparing different scheduling algorithms.

Alternatively, a user can run a script
workspace/scripts/fig11.sh in a terminal, and the neces-
sary scheduling and evaluation codes are executed for three
workloads in Figure 11. The plots can be generated by a shorter
Jupyter notebook workspace/plot_figures.ipynb once the
script is finished.

A.6 Evaluation and expected results
For each DNN workload, the notebook generates two plots to com-
pare different scheduling algorithms: 1) performance overhead in
the nomalized latency (Figure 11(a)), and 2) additional off-chip traf-
fic due to cryptographic operations (Figure 11(b)). Different DNN
workloads can be chosen by commenting in/out workload defi-
nitions in the notebook. The generated plots for each workload
should match those in Figure 11. However, note that the scheduling
algorithm involves random processes (e.g., simulated annealing
randomly chooses which layer and loopnest schedule to use at
each iteration), and the result might not exactly match the num-
bers in Figure 11. Nevertheless, the result should be close (e.g., for
MobilenetV2, performance overhead for Crypt-Opt-Cross can vary
between 9.70 to 9.99, while the number in Figure 11 is 9.86; for
AlexNet and ResNet18, the results only deviate by < 0.01), and the
general trend between different scheduling algorithms should be
the same.

A.7 Experiment customization
The DNN accelerator / cryptographic engine architecture
in the notebook can be modified to run design space
exploration experiments. Running the scheduling algo-
rithm as detailed in the notebook also generates raw data
and a csv file summarizing the stats inside the folder
workspace/designs/{design_name}/{design_version}.
We provide a python script to generate architecture configurations
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(workspace/generate_arch.py). Also, an additional script
workspace/scripts/fig14.sh illustrates how to configure the
python scripts to evaluate architectures with different PE array
shapes (Figure 14).

A.8 Methodology
Submission, reviewing and badging methodology:
• https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-
and-badging-current
• http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20201122.html
• http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20201122.html
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